Problems and challenges for local Governments

A poor dialogue with citizens on a local level

Unadapted means to deal with communities

Citizens more and more disengaged

The question is not anymore “Should we re-engaged citizens” but:

1. How to reactivate the dialogue?
2. What do we do with the outputs?
3. How to consolidate the community in the long-term?
Our solution

A SaaS platform on our network, easy to use to:

- Open constructive discussions in your territory
- Engage all the stakeholders in the co-creation process
- Allow the whole community to understand complex problems
- Iterate and find the best solutions
1. Short introduction of the context from the organization
2. The community
3. A dashboard of the activity
4. The ongoing discussions
5. The ideas from your community for their territory
1. Two parts: Learn more / Get involved
2. Progress box
3. Crowdsourced articles and reports
4. A mapping of the stakeholders / experts.
1. The contributions of your community
2. The opportunity of promoting your initiatives or those from your community related to the thematic
Partners who trust us

And many themes already raised on Civocracy:

- Waste treatment
- Biodiversity
- Health Tourism promotion
- Energetic transition
- Square rehabilitation
- Integration of women in politics
A few numbers

In 4 weeks
✓ 1100 registrations
✓ +300 citizen propositions
✓ 3 official discussions
✓ 6 citizen discussions

In 2 months
✓ More than a 100 contributions
✓ 8 active stakeholders
✓ 10 contributions integrated into policy

In 1 months
✓ 700 registrations
✓ 7 citizen discussions
✓ the beginning of a movement
Questions and Challenges - Privacy and Ethics

- City/Citizen relationship in data
- Honesty vs Anonymity
- Protection in uncertain time